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(a) St. Matthew scene

(b) Isosurface model

(c) Lucy and CAD turbine models

Fig. 1. The left and middle images show results of ray tracing using our randomaccessible compressed bounding volume
hierarchies (RACBVHs) of St. Matthew model consisting of 128 M triangles and an isosurface model consisting of 102 M
triangles. The right image shows a frame during a rigidbody simulation using collision detection between two models including the
Lucy model consisting of 28 M triangles. By using RACBVHs, we can reduce the storage requirement by a factor of 10:1 and,
more importantly, improve the performance of ray tracing and collision detection by more than a factor of four over using
uncompressed data.

Abstract
We present a novel compressed bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) representation, randomaccessible compressed bounding volume hierarchies
(RACBVHs), for various applications requiring random access on BVHs of massive models. Our RACBVH representation is compact and
transparently supports random access on the compressed BVHs without decompressing the whole BVH. To support random access on our
compressed BVHs, we decompose a BVH into a set of clusters. Each cluster contains consecutive bounding volume (BV) nodes in the original
layout of the BVH. Also, each cluster is compressed separately from other clusters and serves as an access point to the RACBVH representation.
We provide the general BVH access API to transparently access our RACBVH representation. At runtime, our decompression framework is
guaranteed to provide correct BV nodes without decompressing the whole BVH. Also, our method is extended to support parallel random access
that can utilize the multicore CPU architecture. Our method can achieve up to a 12:1 compression ratio, and more importantly, can decompress
4.2 M BV nodes (=135 MB) per second by using a single CPUcore. To highlight the benefits of our approach, we apply our method to two
different applications: ray tracing and collision detection. We can improve the runtime performance by more than a factor of 4 as compared to
using the uncompressed original data. This improvement is a result of the fast decompression performance and reduced data access time by
selectively fetching and decompressing small regions of the compressed BVHs requested by applications.

1. Problem & Motivation
Bounding volume hierarchies (BVHs) are widely used to accelerate the performance of various geometric and graphics applications. These
applications include ray tracing, collision detection, visibility queries, dynamic simulation, and motion planning. These applications typically
precompute BVHs of input models and traverse the BVHs at runtime in order to perform intersection or culling tests. Many different types of
bounding volume (BV) representations exist such as spheres, axisaligned bounding boxes (AABBs) and, oriented bounding boxes (OBBs). A
major problem with using BVHs is that BVHs require large amounts of the memory space. For example, each AABB and OBB node takes 32 and
64 bytes respectively. Therefore, BVHs of large models consisting of hundreds of millions of triangles can take tens of gigabytes of space.
Moreover, the typical data access pattern on BVHs cannot be determined at the preprocessing time and is random at runtime. Therefore,
accessing BVHs at runtime can have low I/O efficiency and cache utilization. An aggravating trend is that the growth rate of the data access

speed is significantly slower than that of the processing speed [1]. Therefore, the problem of high storage requirements and low I/O
efficiency/cache utilization of BVHs will become more pronounced in the future. Several approaches have been developed to address this
problem. One class of methods uses compact incore BV representations by using quantized BV information or by exploiting the connectivity
information of an original mesh and coupling the mesh and the BVH. Another class of methods stores BV nodes in a cachecoherent manner to
improve cache utilization and, thus, improve the performance of traversing BVHs. However, due to the widening gap between data access
speeds and processing speeds, prior work may not provide enough reduction in storage requirements nor achieve high I/O efficiency during the
BVH traversal.

2. Background & Related Work
In this section, we review prior work related to BVHs and compression methods supporting random access on the compressed data.
Tree compression has been studied in many different fields [2]. These techniques include compressing the tree structure by linearizing the
structure [3] and transforming the tree into a predefined tree [4]. However, these compressed trees do not support random access and do not
preserve the layouts of the trees. There are relatively few research efforts on compressing BVHs. A BVH has two main components: BV
information and indices to child nodes.
Encoding bounding volumes: In order to compress the bounding volume information, fixedrate quantization methods [5] are frequently used, as
applied to compress geometry of meshes [6]. Also, hierarchical encoding schemes were developed to further achieve a higher compression ratio
and improve the compression quality [7 ,8] by performing quantization of the bounding volume of a node within the region of the bounding
volume of its parent node. These methods can support fast decoding and random access on the quantized bounding volume information. We also
employ a hierarchical quantization method. We further improve the compression ratio by using a simple prediction model and dictionarybased
compression methods [9] while supporting fast random access.
Encoding tree structures: Many techniques assume a particular tree structure (e.g., complete tree) in order to completely remove any cost related
to encoding the tree structure [10, 11]. Recently, Lauterbach et al.[11, 12] introduced a RayStrip representation, which implicitly encodes a
complete spatial kdtree from a series of vertices. These techniques do not use any bit for encoding the tree structures. Lefebvre and Hoppe [12]
employed local offsets to encode the location of child nodes given the preordered layout of the tree. All of these techniques support random
access on the compressed meshes, but assume a particular tree structure or a layout for the tree. Therefore, these methods may not be compatible
with various hierarchy construction methods[13, 14] optimized to achieve the high culling efficiency of BVHs.

3. Uniqueness of the Approach
In order to efficiently access BVHs and improve the performance of various applications using BVHs, we propose a novel BVH compression and
decompression method supporting random access. Our method has two main components: (1) a clusterbased layout preserving BVH
compression and (2) a runtime decompression framework that transparently supports random access on the RACBVH representation without
decompressing the whole BVH.
Clusterbased layout preserving BVH compression: We compress BVs of a BVH by sequentially reading BVs in the BV layout of the BVH.
We choose our compression method to preserve the original layout of the BVH in order to achieve the high cache utilization which the original
layouts may maintain. We decompose the original layout of the BVH into a set of clusters. We assign consecutive BVs in the BV layout to each
cluster and set each cluster to have the same number (e.g., 4K) of BVs to quickly identify a cluster containing a BV node requested by an
application at runtime. We compress each cluster separately from other clusters so that the clusters can be decompressed in any order.
Runtime BVH access framework: We define an atomic BVH access API supporting transparent and random access on the compressed BVHs.
Our runtime BVH access framework first identifies a cluster containing a BV node requested by an application. Then, the runtime framework
fetches and decompresses the cluster into an incore representation. Based on our incore representation, we can very efficiently support random
access to applications. Our runtime BVH access framework is guaranteed to return the correct BV information of the requested data when
applications access the compressed data via our BVH access API. We employ a simple memory management method based on a least recently
used (LRU) replacement policy in order to handle massive models and their BVHs that cannot fit into the main memory.

We only focus on the compression parts on this web page. If you are interested in the runtime access framework, please
refer to our published paper.
3.1 Layout Preserving BVH Compression

Listing 1. AABB Node Representation

Fig. 2. A Clusters from a BV layout

Our compression method sequentially reads and compresses BV nodes given in the format of Listing 1. As we read each BV node in the BV
layout, we assign the BV node into a cluster. For clustering, we simply decompose consecutive BV nodes into a cluster, where each cluster has
poweroftwo nodes (e.g., 4K nodes). An index of a BV node increases sequentially as we compress each node. Then each BV node index can be
encoded as a pair of indices, (Ci, li), where Ci is a cluster index to a cluster that the node is assigned to and li is a local index of the node within
the cluster. Let us call the pair of indices a pair index. Note that each cluster may have one or multiple subtrees (see Fig. 2). We call the root
nodes of these subtrees contained in a cluster local roots of the cluster. We also define local leaf nodes to denote leaf nodes of these subtrees
within each cluster. We define Parent(n) to be a parent node of a node n. Also, parent clusters of a cluster c are defined to be clusters containing
parent nodes of local roots of the cluster c. Similarly, we can define child clusters of a cluster.
For a new cluster, we initialize all the compression contexts.
Therefore, each cluster can be decompressed in any order at
runtime although we compress each cluster sequentially
during the preprocessing time. We also define a front for a
subtree located under each local root of a cluster during
compression (see Fig. 3). As we compress each node, we add
the node to the front and connect the node to its parent node,
if the parent node is in the front. Once a node in the front is
Fig. 3. A Front during Compression
connected to its two child nodes, the node is deleted from the
front. As a result, the front consists of BV nodes that are not yet connected to its two child BV nodes during compressing the cluster. We will use
the front in order to compactly encode the tree structures of BVHs.
It is desirable that constructed clusters should contain BV nodes that are likely to be accessed together during the traversal of BVHs. Otherwise,
we may have to load and decompress many clusters, which could lower the performance of applications. Since clusters are implicitly computed
from original layouts of BVHs, BV nodes that are likely to be accessed together should be stored very closely in the layout of a BVH.
Fortunately, there are a few layouts that satisfy this property. These layouts include the cacheefficient layouts of BVHs [15] and the van Emde
Boas layout [16].
We also propose using a dictionarybased compressor and decompressor [9] to achieve a high compression ratio and, more importantly, a fast
decompression performance for efficient random access on our RACBVH representation. Please refer to our published paper if you are interested
in our proposed dictionarybased compressor.

3.2 Encoding Bounding Volumes
The Min and Max variables of the BV node representation (Listing 1) store the minimum and maximum extents of an AABB node. We first
quantize each component, i.e., x, y, and z, of the Min and Max of each BV node. We use a fixedrate quantized method [5] for those components
based on the root bounding volume of a BVH. We quantize the components conservatively to ensure that the quantized BV still encloses all the
triangles of the original BV. Then we further compress the quantized Min and Max values based on the BV information of Parent(n) of the node
n currently being encoded. To do that, we predict two child BVs of Parent(n) given the BV of Parent(n). Then we only encode the difference
between the predicted and actual BVs using our dictionarybased encoder. For the prediction, we partition the parent BV into two child BVs by
dividing the longest axis of the BV into half. We find that this simple median prediction method works well in our tested benchmarks.

3.3 Encoding Tree Structures
Initially, we attempted to directly encode child indices of the Left and Right. However, we found this approach shows poor compression results.
This is mainly caused by the fact that there are many factors (e.g., layout types and tree structures) affecting child indices of a node and it is
difficult to account for these factors when predicting child indices. Instead of encoding child indices given a node, we propose to encode a
parent node index from a node n currently being encoded. The main rationale behind this design choice is that the tree structure above the node
n is available at the time of encoding or decoding the node n. Therefore, encoding a parent node index is simply choosing a node from the
already encoded tree structure instead of predicting a tree structure below the node n.
Our BV node does not directly store any information about its parent node index. Fortunately, this information can easily be constructed during
compression. To do this, we maintain a hash table. For a node n specified by a node index nidx, our BV representation gives us indices of two
child nodes, Left and Right, of the node n. We simply construct two hash map elements connecting a key of each child index to nidx of the node
n.
As we encode each node n, we attempt to find its parent node index by querying its node index nidx to the hash table. If we can find the node
index nidx and, thus, its parent node index from the hash table, then we can find the parent node Parent(n) specified by the parent node index
among nodes stored in the front according to the definition of the front described in Sec. 3.1. For example, when we encode a node of n6 in the
example of Fig. 3, we first attempt to find its parent node n3 using the hash table by querying the node n6 . Since the hash map element that
connects n6 to n3 , is already inserted when n3 is encoded, we can find its parent node n3 . Also, the node n3 is the second element in the front.
Therefore, we encode 2. Then we insert n6 to the front and remove n3 from the front since the node n3 is connected to its two child nodes.
Finally, we add two hash map elements that connect two child nodes of n6 to the node n6 .

Note that the number of nodes stored in the front is typically much smaller than the number of nodes in the BVH. Therefore, we can compactly
encode the parent node index by encoding its position in the front. The average size of the front with the cacheefficient layouts is 13 when we
assign 4 K nodes for each cluster in our tested models. We can compute the position of the parent node in the front and update the front in a
constant time by using a dynamic vector for nodes in the front.
If the node n is a local root of a cluster, then we cannot find its parent node index by querying to the hash table. In this case, we encode the
parent node index by decomposing it into a pair index of (Ci, li). Then we encode Ci among the parent clusters of the cluster that is currently
being encoded, and then, encode li. We found that this method gives a high compression ratio since the number of parent clusters is typically
very small (e.g., 2, on average, for cacheefficient layouts).

4. Results & Contributions
We employ the RACM representation [17] to further reduce the storage requirement of meshes, which are used together with BVHs for various
applications.

4.1 Compression Results

Table 1. Benchmark Models and Compression Results

Model complexity, compression results, and compression
ratios for our benchmark models are shown. Tree indicates
tree structures in BVHs and BV indicates the BV
information. bpn stands for bits per node.

Fig. 4. Performance of Ray Tracing St. Matthew
Scene: This graph shows the rendering time during ray
tracing the St. Matthew scene shown in Fig. 1(a).

We construct BVHs of benchmark models and store them in a cachecoherent manner, particularly, cacheefficient layouts [15]. We choose this
layout since it shows a high compression ratio and, more importantly, the best runtime performance among the tested layouts. We quantize the
BV information using 16 bits. In this configuration, we are able to achieve 27.5 bits per node (bpn) on average for our benchmarks. For the St.
Matthew model, our compression method spends 18.0 bpn to encode the BV information and 8.66 bpn to encode tree structures. Compared to
the uncompressed AABB representation (Listing 1), we achieve up to a 12:1 compression ratio in our benchmark models. In addition, we
achieve about a 13:1 compression ratio for the tested meshes by using RACMs. Overall, we achieve a 10:1 compression ratio on average by
using RACM and RACBVH representations compared to using uncompressed BVHs and meshes. Please refer to Table 1 for more detail
compression results.

4.2 Benchmark Applications
We implement two different applications, ray tracing and collision detection, to verify the benefits of our proposed method. We choose these two
applications because they have different access patterns. Ray tracing typically traverses larger portions of BVHs while collision detection
accesses smaller and more localized portions of BVHs.
4.2.1 Ray Tracing
We measure the rendering time during ray tracing the St. Matthew model in the scene setting shown in Fig. 1(a). In this scene, we use 7 point
light sources, reflections, 512 by 512 image resolution, and 3 by 3 stratified sampling; this configuration results in many incoherent rays.
Initially, the camera is located far from the St. Matthew model and, then, it zooms to the face of the St. Matthew. We observe a 1.5:1 and a 2.2:1
performance improvement on average by using RACMs with uncompressed BVHs and by using both RACMs and RACBVHs respectively over
by using the original uncompressed data. Fig. 4 shows the ray tracing time for each of these three methods. The performance improves by using
RACBVHs and RACMs because the I/O time is reduced due to the fast decompression performance and selective decompression during the
BVH traversal.
We also measure the performance of ray tracing the isosurface model shown in Fig. 1(b). We use 5 point light sources and 3 by 3 stratified
sampling. In this configuration, we use both RACM and RACBVH representations. We improve the performances by a factor of 2.6:1 and 1.9:1
on average over using uncompressed data with and without the preloading the compressed data respectively.
4.2.2 Collision Detection
We create a benchmark where we drop the Lucy model on top of the CAD turbine model (see Fig. 1(c)) and measure the collision detection time

during a simulation that runs for 215 simulation steps. In the tested benchmark models, the sizes of compressed RACBVHs and RACMs are
198MB and 78 MB compared to 2.8 GB of the original meshes and BVHs. Since RACMs and RACBVHs can be stored in main memory, we pre
load RACMs and RACBVHs, if they are used. Preloading RACMs and RACBVHs take about 4 seconds. We improve the performance of the
collision detection on average by a factor of 1.4:1, 2.5:1, and 2.9:1 using only RACMs, only RACBVHs, and both RACMs and RACBVHs
respectively over using uncompressed data. On average, collision detection accessing RACMs and RACBVHs takes 5 milliseconds (ms) per
step.

4.3 Parallel Random Access
Our compression and decompression methods can be extended to support parallel random access and exploit the widely available multicore
CPU architecture. We test the performance of our method with the ray tracing benchmark. We use four threads and preload all the compressed
data. We measure the rendering time during the ray tracing of the St. Matthew model with incoherent rays in the scene setting described in Sec.
4.2.1. When we use the original data, the performance decreases by a factor of 1:1.8 by using four threads over using a single thread. Since four
different threads request more disk I/O accesses, these more I/O accesses worsen the disk seek performance and lower the performance of ray
tracing. On the other hand, our method achieves a 2.1:1 performance improvement over using a single thread. Therefore, our method achieves a
4.4:1 performance improvement for ray tracing the St. Matthew model over using the original data. This higher scalability of our method is
achieved by removing the expensive and lowperforming disk I/O access. The performance of ray tracing the St. Matthew model when using four
threads is shown in Fig. 4.

4.4 Contributions
Overall, our approach has the following benefits:
Wide applicability: Our RACBVH allows various applications to transparently access the compressed BVHs. Moreover, it supports random
access and does not restrict the access pattern of BVHbased applications. As a result, existing BVHapplications can be easily modified to take
advantage of the benefits of our RACBVH representation.
Low storage requirement: Our RACBVH representation has up to a 12:1 compression ratio compared to an uncompressed BV representation.
Also, we use randomaccessible compressed meshes (RACMs) and achieve a similar compression ratio for the compressed meshes.
Improved performance: Our decompression method is fast and processes 4.3 M nodes per second by using a single CPUcore. Also, by
selectively fetching and decompressing the small regions of the compressed BVHs and meshes requested by applications, we can reduce
expensive data access time. As a result, we can achieve more than a 4:1 performance improvement on our tested applications over using
uncompressed BVHs and meshes.
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